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Legal Aspects

How to get into the system without getting into jail?
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Agenda

- Target audience
- Permissions
- Documents needed
- Discussion
Target audience

- People who do security related tests
- Might be internal or external
Permissions

- From your target
  - What is being tested
  - How is it being tested

- From (possibly) different parties
  - ISP (yours & theirs)
  - Hosting company
Documents needed

• Permission slip (thx Ed) (www.counterhack.net/permission_memo.html)

• Non liability

• NDA

→ Adapted to local legislation
Documents needed

- Permission slip (thx Ed) ([www.counterhack.net/permission_memo.html](http://www.counterhack.net/permission_memo.html))

- Non liability

- NDA

→ Adapted to local legislation
Discussion

- Can we get templates for OWASP Belgium?
- What would they cover?
- Can they be verified by a legal team (paid by OWASP Belgium)?